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'1 . 

invention relates to vtoys. An ‘object of 
the invention is provision of a toy adapted 
to be drawn along a surface by ‘manual propul 
sion, said toy including a carriage supported by 
wheels, a pair of which being securedv to an axle 
having acrank thereon for reciprocating a rod 
longitudinally of said carriage supporting a ?gure 
on a seat, the ?gure having a head rockahly 
mounted thereon and movable arms attached to 
a steering wheel, there being connections be 
tween the reciprocating rod and the head and 
steering wheel for rocking of the head 
and steering wheel when the toy is propelled. 

.A further obéect of the invention .is the provi 
sion of a manually propelled toy having a crank 
embodied in an axle secured to a pair of support 
ing wheels, said crank actuating a reciprocating 
rod connected at one end to the crank, the other 
end of the .rod being slidably mounted in an os 
cillating bearing carried at one end of a rocka 
ble arm rigid with a shaft torwhich is attached 
a wheel :representinga steering device, a second 
shaft connected at one end to the head of a ?gure 
with a rockable arm connected to the other end 
of the second shaft and provided with an espe 
cially formed eye receiving an intermediate por 
tion of the reciprocating rod so that as said rod 
is shifted back and forth, aneansion ‘the rod at 
opposite sides of the eye will cause said arm to. 
rock the head; likewise means on said rod at op 
posite sides of the oscillating bearing. causing 
rocking of the ?rst-mentioned shaft and head 
when said rod is reciprocated. , 
The invention consists in thenovel construc 

tion, arrangement and combinations of parts 
hereinafter more particularly described and 
claimed. 
In the drawings: 
Figure 1 is a bottom plan view of a toy con 

structed in accordance with my invention. 
Figure 2 is a longitudinal vertical section taken 

along the line 2--2 of Figure 1. 
Figure 3 is a fragmentary side view in eleva 

tion of an operating arm having an eye which 
receives a reciprocating rod, and 

Figure 4 is a fragmentary plan view of the 
arm shown in Figure 3 in various positions. 
Referring more particularly to the drawings, 

Ill designates a body portion which is supported 
by rear wheels H rigidly attached to an axle l2 
and front wheels [4 secured to an axle I3. The 
axle I2 is mounted in a pair of bearings l5 while 
the axle I3 is carried by a pair of bearings [6. 
The pairs of bearings are secured to the under 
face of the body I0. . 
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Cranks .28 and ill are incorporated in the aide 
1.2. A link 22 has an-eye :23 neceived by ‘the crank 
25 ‘on the axle 4:2. The body has "=81! opening 21 
in line with an opening 25 in the top of a seat 
.25 secured to the EbOdY atthe rear end thereof. 
The openings 24 and 25 receive the :22 them 
through and function to guidethe link in its ver 
tical reciprocating movements‘. 
A ?gure 21 is shown on the seat 26 but is adapt 

ed to be elevated by the link 22 and the crank ‘20. 
The figure 21- has an arm 28 and {a leg 29 pivoted 
at ‘each side of the ?gure :and said arms and legs 
are adapted to loosely as thefrgure ‘is raised 
and lowered. . 
A second ?gure 3B :is secured to the upper ‘end 

of a link ‘it which moves through an opening 32 
‘in the body {HI and an opening ‘33 in the top of 
theseat 216, the (openings 32 and'33 ‘the 
reciprocating movements of the link. The lower 

.20 end of the link has a bearing 31 receiving the 

25 

‘crank 2| on the axle 12.. Said ?gure has Farms 35 
and a leg 36 pivoted thereon so that the legs and 
arms will be moved as the?gure is raised vand 
lowered. ' ' ' '7 . 

Each arm and each leg of ‘both ?gures 21 and 
30 are formed of two sections in order to simu 
late the arms and iegs of a human being in mo; ' 
tion. 'Feet 31 are pivoted to the lower ends of'the 
legs and the feet are secured to ‘the top of the 
body 40 of the toy” as shown at 35, 
A figure 40 is mounted on a seat 4! secured to 

the top vof the body 4'0. A head 942 at the upper 
end of a shaft 48 supported by a bearing 43-42 is 
oscillatably mounted on the ?gure. an arm 44 
pivoted at 45 at each side of the ?gure is formed 
of two sections 46 and 4?! ‘which have the inner 
ends thereof pivotally connected together. The 
outer end of each section has a hand portion 48 
secured to a wheel 49. Feet 50 of the ?gure 40 
are secured to the top of the body [0 in front of 
the seat 4|. 
An arm 52 formed integrally with the lower 

end of the shaft 43 projects toward one side edge 
of the body Ill. The free end of the arm has an 

' eye 53 of particular formation as shown in Fig 
ure 3, which'receives a reciprocating rod 54. The 
eye is formed by bending the end of the arm 
downwardly at 55, then upwardly at an angle as 
shown at 56, then vertically at 51 and inwardly 
at 58. The free end is then bent downwardly at 
59 where it engages the arm 52. 
The reciprocating rod 54 has a bearing 60 at 

the rear end thereof and said bearing is received 
by the crank 2|. Said rod extends forwardly 
through the eye 53 and is supported at the for 
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ward end by a rockable bearing 6| disposed be 
tween a pair of collars 62 and 63 ?xed to the rod 
54. The rear end of the rod moves through a 
circle with the crank 2| while the front end of 
said rod moves back and forth a distance equal 
to the diameter of the circular path of the rear 
end of the rod. 
An inclined shaft 65 is mounted in a bearing 

61' at the top of a hood 66 secured to the front 
of the body In and in a bearing 61 secured to the 
front end of said body. The shaft projects 
through and below said body and has a rock arm 
68 integrally formed therewith and carrying the 
bearing 6| at its free end. 
Means in the form of an eye 10 is screwed into 7 

the front end of said body. A cord is adapted to 
be attached to the eye 10 for manually propelling 
the toy along a surface for causing rotation of 
the front and rear wheels. 
A pair of spaced collars ‘H and 12 are secured 

to the rod 54 with one collar at each side of the 
eye 53. The collars are spaced a sufficient dis 
tance from each other to permit rocking and 
movement of said eye. 
The operation of my device is as follows: When 

the toy is propelled, the ?gures 21 and 30 at the 
rear of the body are moved up and down by the 
cranks 20 and 2| and the respective links 22 
and 3|. 
The rotation of the crank 2| causes reciproca 

tion of the rod 54. As said rod is moved for 
wardly the collar ‘ll engages the eye 53 on the 
free end of the arm 52 to the forward position 
shown in Figure 1. When the rod is drawn rear 
wardly the collar 12 forces'the eye 53 toward the 
rear. The movement of the eye is limited be 
tween the dotted line positions shown in Figure 4 
and indicated by the numerals 53-—a and 53—b. 
The rocking of the arm 52 and the shaft 43 

causes the head 42 on the ?gure 40 to move side 
ways. It will thus appear that the driver of the 
toy is looking constantly from one side to the 
other side of the toy. When the rod 54 is shifted 
back and forth the bearing 6| will be engageii al 
ternately by the collars 62 and 63 for rocking the 
arm 68. Rocking of said arm causes the shaft to 
be rocked and likewise ‘the wheel 49. Since the 
arms 44 are connected to said wheel, the arms 
of the ?gure 40 will move, giving the appearance 
of the wheel being operated by the driver or ?g 
ure 40. ' 

The rod 54 will not only be reciprocated but it 
will oscillate so that the rod will move up and 
down in the eye 53 and the length of the eye 
must be such as to accommodate the movement 
of said rod. The width of the eye must also be 
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such that said eye may be moved in an arc of a 
circle. the radius of which being the arm 52, so 
that the oscillating rod 54 will not interfere with 
the complete movement of said eye. 
A combination of elements such as an oscillat 

able wheel 49 and the simultaneously rocking 
head 42 is effected through the medium of the 
single reciprocating and oscillating rod 54 to pres~ 
ent the illusion of a driver watching the traf?c 
and steering the vehicle. 

I claim: 
In a toy having a body and provided with a 

front axle having wheels thereon and a rear crank 
axle, traction wheels for driving said crank axle, 
said body having a seat, aligned openings formed 
in the seat and body, a vertically reciprocating 
rod extended through said openings, said rod hav 
ing one end pivotally connected to the crank, a 
?gure mounted upon the other end of the rod, a 
horizontally reciprocable rod having one end con 
nected to the crank, of the axle and extending 
forwardly therefrom and terminating beyond the 
front axle, an oscillating arm remote from the 
crank and provided with a hearing at the free end 
thereof for receiving and supporting the horizon-. 
tal reciprocating rod, a collar secured to said last 
named rod at each side of the bearing, a shaft 
projecting upwardly from the arm and connected 
thereto, a ?gure on the shaft having a head 
mounted on the upper end of the shaft for os 
cillatable movements, a second shaft rising from 
the body and projecting therebelow and includ 
ing an oscillatable arm, a bearing on the arm for 
receiving and supporting the horizontal recipro 
cating rod, a collar secured to said'last named rod 
at each side of the bearing, said collars being poe 
sitioned inwardly of the forward end of the rod, 
said second named shaft having a steering wheel 
secured to the upper end thereof, and said last 
named ?gure having hingedly connected arms se 
cured to said steering wheel. 
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